DAWNWAX
General Description:

Method of Application:

DAWNWAX is an oil based wax that
enhances gloss finishes and acts as a
sealer for both lime, acrylic based products
and surface treatment for wooden
substrates. It is made from a blend of
special waxes and natural oils, taking the
best characteristics of each and blending
them to make a superior quality liquid wax.

DAWNWAX should be applied with a
sponge, rag or spatula/wide putty knife in
thin, even coats over an entire surface. It
should be allowed to dry up to 3-4 hours
before being buffed to a high sheen using a
clean rag or mechanical buffer. Ensure good
ventilation during application of the product.
Keep material in a cool place below 250C.
Keep the container tightly closed. Shelf life
of 12 months minimum.

Major Uses:
DAWNWAX can be applied to almost any
surface where a gloss finish is required and
is particularly suitable as a finish coat for all
MAS Stucco Venetian plasters. DAWNWAX
is waterproof with high performance that
provides ultimate protection, while its liquid
state allows the addition of pigmented
paste, metallic powders and other
compatible fine art materials with ease.

Characteristics and Physical
Properties:
Appearance

White liquid

Sp. Gravity

1.0 kg/li.

Flash Point

1000C.

Solid by Weight

40%

Viscosity

paste

Coverage

20-24 m2 / lit.

Dilution

ready to use

Cleaning of Tools:
All tools should be cleaned with warmth
water with soap.

Packing:
Available in 1 kg, 1 gallon

Hazards:
DAWNWAX does not contain dangerous
solvents, nevertheless, good ventilation in
working rooms is recommended as well as
the use of safety tools and equipment. The
mixture, in its liquid state is flammable and
harmful if swallowed. If contact with eyes
occurs, cleanse with fresh water and seek
immediate medical advice.

Dying time
Touch dry

1-3 hours

Buff

12 hours

The above information is given to the best of our knowledge based on laboratory test and practical experience. However, as the paint is often used under
condition beyond our control, we cannot guarantee anything but the quality of the paint itself. We reserve the right to change the given data without prior notice.
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